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Covariance learning is a specially powerful type of Hebbian learning� allowing both potentiation and de�
pression of synaptic strength� It is used for associative memory in feed�forward and recurrent neural network
paradigms� This letter describes a variant of covariance learning which works particularly well for corre�
lated stimuli in feed�forward networks with competitive K�of�N �ring� The rule� which is nonlinear� has an
intuitive mathematical interpretation� and simulations presented in this letter demonstrate its utility�

� Introduction

Covariance�based synaptic modi�cation for associative learning �Sejnowski� ����� is motivated mainly by
the need for synaptic depression as well as potentiation� Long�term depression �LTD� has been reported
in biological systems �Levy and Steward� ��	
� Stanton and Sejnowski� ��	�� Fujii et al�� ����� Dudek and
Bear� ����� Mulkey and Malenka� ����� Malenka� ���� Selig et al� ������ and is computationally necessary
to avoid saturation of synaptic strength in associative neural networks�

In the recurrent neural networks literature� covariance learning has been proposed for the storage of biased
patterns� i�e�� binary patterns with probability�bit i � �� �� probability�bit i � �� �Tsodyks and Feigel�man�
������ and this rule is provably optimal among linear rules for the storage of stimulus�response associa�
tions between randomly generated patterns under rather general conditions �Dayan and Willshaw� ������
However� the prescription is not as successful when patterns are correlated� i�e�� probability�bit i � �� ��
probability�bit j � ��� The correlation causes greater similarity between patterns� making correct associa�
tion or discrimination more di�cult� We present a covariance�type learning rule which works much better
in this situation�

The motivation for looking at correlated patterns arises from their ubiquity in neural network settings� For
example� if the patterns for an associative memory are characters of the English alphabet on an n� n grid�
some grid locations �e�g�� those representing a vertical bar on the left edge� will be much more active than
others �e�g�� those corresponding to a vertical bar on the right edge�� The same argument applies to more
complicated stimuli such as images of human faces� The current paper mainly addresses another common
source of correlation� processing of �possibly initially uncorrelated� patterns by one or more prior layers of
neurons with �xed weights� This situation arises� for example� whenever the output of a �hidden� layer needs
to be associated with a set of responses� The results also apply qualitatively to other correlated situations�

The results presented here are limited to the case where all neural �ring is competitive K�of�N � This type
of �ring is widely used in neural modeling to approximate �normalization� of activity in some brain regions
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by inhibitory interneurons �e�g�� Sharp� ����� O�Reilly and McClelland� ���� Burgess et al�� ����� The
relationship with the non�competitive case �e�g�� Dayan and Wilshaw� ����� is discussed� but is not the focus
of this letter�

� Methods

The learning problem considered in this letter was to associate m stimulus�response pattern pairs in a two�
layer feed�forward network� The stimulus layer was denoted S and the response layer R� All stimulus patterns
had NS bits with KS ��s and NS �KS ��s� Response patterns had NR bits with KR ��s and NR �KR ��s�
This K�of�N �ring scheme approximates a competitive situation where broadly directed a�erent inhibition
keeps overall activity stable� Such competition is likely to occur in the dentate gyrus and CA regions of the
mammalian hippocampus �Miles� ����� Minai and Levy� ���
�� which has led to the use of K�of�N �ring in
several hippocampal models �Sharp� ����� O�Reilly and McClelland� ���� Burgess et al�� �����

The outputs of stimulus neuron j and response neuron i are denoted xj and zi� respectively� while wij denotes
the modi�able weight from j to i� The activation of response neuron i is given by�

yi �
X

j�S

wijxj ���

All learning was done o��line� i�e�� the weights were calculated explicitly over a given stimulus�response data
set� Performance was tested by presenting each stimulus pattern to a trained network� producing an output
through KR�of�NR �ring� and comparing it with the correct response� A �gure of merit for each network on
a given data set was calculated as�

P �
h� q

KR � q
���

where h is the number of correctly �red neurons averaged over the whole data set and q � KR
��NR is the

expected number of correct �rings for a random response with KR active bits� Thus� P � � indicated perfect
recall while P � � represented performance equivalent to random guessing�

Correlated stimulus patterns were generated as follows� First� a NS � NP weight matrix V was generated�
such that each entry in it was a ��mean� unit variance uniform random variable� Then m independent KP �
of�NP pre�stimulus patterns were generated� and each of these was then linearly transformed by V and the
result thresholded by a KS�of�NS selection process to produce m stimulus patterns� The correlation arose
because of the �xed V weights� and could be controlled by changing the fP � KP �NP fraction � termed the
correlation parameter in this paper� Figure � shows histograms of average activity for individual stimulus
neurons in cases with di�erent degrees of correlation� Correlated response patterns were generated similarly
with another set of V weights�

� Mathematical Motivation

The learning rule proposed in this paper is motivated directly by three existing rules� The Hebb rule� the
presynaptic rule� and the covariance rule� This motivation is developed systematically in this section� Several
other related rules which are also part of this study are brie�y discussed at the end of the section�

For binary patterns� insight into various learning rules can be obtained through a probabilistic interpretation
of weights� Consider the Normalized Hebb Rule de�ned by�

wij � hxjzii �
�

where h�i denotes an average over all m patterns� The weights in this case can be written as
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wij � P �xj � �� zi � �� ��

i�e�� the joint probability of pre� and postsynaptic �ring� For correlated patterns� this is not a particularly
good prescription�

A signi�cantly better learning rules is the presynaptic rule�

wij �
hxjzii

hxji

� P �zi � � j xj � �� ���

This rule is the o��line equivalent of the on�line incremental prescription�

wij�t� �� � wij�t� � �xj�t��zi�t� �wij�t��� ���

hence the designation �presynaptic�� This incremental rule has been investigated by several researchers
�Minsky and Papert� ����� Grossberg� ����� Minai and Levy� ���
� Willshaw et al�� ������ With this rule�
the dendritic sum� y�i � of output neuron i when the �th stimulus is presented to the network� is given by�

y�i �
X

j

P �zi � � j xj � ��x�j ���

which sums the conditional �ring probabilities for i over all input bits active in the �th stimulus� This
rule works well in non�competitive situations where each output neuron sets its own �ring threshold� and in
competitive situations where all output units have identical �ring rates� However� in a competitive situation
with correlated patterns� output neurons with high �ring rates acquire large weights and lock out other
output units� precluding proper recall of many patterns�

A rule which addresses the problem of di�erences in output unit �ring rates is the covariance rule

wij � hxjzii � hxjihzii

� P �xj � �� zi � ��� P �xj � ��P �zi � ��

� P �xj � ���P �zi � � j xj � ��� P �zi � ��� �	�

which accumulates the conditional increment in probability of �ring over active stimulus bits�

y�i �
X

j

P �xj � ���P �zi � � j xj � ��� P �zi � ���x�j ���

However� it also scales the incremental probabilities by P �xj � ��� which means that highly active stimulus
bits contribute more to the dendritic sum than less active ones even if both bits imply the same increment in
�ring probability� This is not a problem when all stimulus units have the same �ring rate� but signi�cantly
reduces performance for correlated stimuli�

The above analysis of the presynaptic and covariance rules immediately suggests a hybrid which combines
their strengths and reduces their weaknesses� This is the proposed presynaptic covariance rule�






wij �
hxjzii � hxjihzii

hxji

�
hxjzii

hxji
� hzii

� P �zi � � j xj � ��� P �zi � �� ����

Now the dendritic sum simply accumulates incremental �ring probabilities over all active inputs�

y�i �
X

j

�P �zi � � j xj � �� � P �zi � ���x�j ����

and the KR output units with the highest accumulated increments �re� It can be shown easily that in the
K�of�N situation� the mean dendritic sums for the presynaptic� covariance� and presynaptic covariance rules
are�

Presynaptic � hyii � KShzii

Covariance � hyii �
X

j

hxjiCovij

PresynapticCovariance � hyii � � ����

where KS is the number of active bits in each stimulus and Covij is the sample covariance of xj and
zi� Clearly� the presynaptic covariance rule �centers� the dendritic sum to produce fair competition in a
correlated situation� It should be noted� however� that there are limits to how much correlation any rule can
tolerate� this issue is addressed in the Discussion section below�

��� Other Rules

It is also instructive to compare learning rules other than those mentioned above with the presynaptic
covariance rule� These are�

�� Tsodyks�Feigel�man �TF� Rule�
wij � h�xj � p��zi � r�i ��
�

where p � NS
��
P

j�Shxji� and r � NR
��
P

i�Rhzii�

�� Postsynaptic Covariance Rule�

wij �
hxjzii � hxjihzii

hzii
���


� Willshaw Rule�
wij � H�hxjzii� ����

where H�y� is the Heaviside function�

� Correlation Coe�cient Rule�

wij �
hxjzii � hxjihzii

�j�i
����

where �j and �i are sample variances of xj and zi� respectively�





The TF rule di�ers from the covariance rule in its use of global �ring rates p and r rather than separate
ones for each neuron� The two rules are identical for uncorrelated patterns� Dayan and Willshaw ������
have shown that the TF rule is optimal among all linear rules for non�competitive networks and uncorrelated
patterns�

The postsynaptic covariance rule was included in the list mainly because of its super�cial symmetry with
the presynaptic covariance rule� In fact� it is obvious that the postsynaptic covariance rule sets weights as

wij �
hxjzii

hzii
� hxji � P �xj � � j zi � �� � P �xj � �� � hxj j zi � �i � hxji ����

Thus� the weights to neuron i come to encode the centroid of all stimulus patterns which �re i� o�set by the
average vector of all stimuli� Essentially� this rule corresponds to a biased version of Kohonen style learning�
It is likely to be useful mainly in clustering applications�

The correlation coe�cient rule is included because it represents a properly normalized version of the standard
covariance rule� The weights are� by de�nition� correlation coe�cients� so the �ring of neuron i is based on
how positively it correlates with the given stimulus pattern�

Finally� the inclusion of the Willshaw rule re�ects its wide use� elegant simplicity and extremely good
performance for sparse patterns�

� Simulation Results

Three di�erent aspects were evaluated via simulations reported here� Unless otherwise indicated� both
stimulus and response layers had ��� neurons� NP was also �xed at ���� All data points were averaged over
ten independent runs� each with a new data set� In each run� all rules were applied to the same data set in
order to get a fair comparison�

��� Pattern Density

In this set of simulations� the number of active stimulus bits� KS � and active response bits� KR� for each
pattern were varied systematically and the performance of all rules evaluated in each situation� In each run�
the stimuli and the responses were correlated through separate� randomly generated weights as described
above� The number of associations was �xed at ���� Both stimulus and response patterns were correlated
with fP � �����

The results are shown in Table �� It is clear that the presynaptic covariance rule performs better than any
other rule over the whole range of activities� At low stimulus activity� the presynaptic covariance rule is
signi�cantly better than the standard covariance rule over the entire range of response activities� As stimulus
activity increases� the performance of the presynaptic covariance falls to that of the standard rule� This is
because the e�ect of division by hxji is attenuated as all average stimulus activities approach �� making the
weights under the presynaptic covariance rule almost uniformly scaled versions of those produced by the
standard rule� This suggests that the best situation for using the presynaptic covariance rule is with sparse
stimuli� As expected� results with all other rules were disappointing�

��� E�ect of Correlation

As described earlier� the correlated stimuli and responses used for simulations were generated from random
patterns with activity fP � KP �NP via �xed random weights� The higher the fraction fP � the more
correlated the patterns �see Figure ��� To evaluate the impact of di�erent levels of correlation on learning
with the presynaptic� covariance� and the presynaptic covariance rules� three values of fP � ����� ���� and
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���� � were investigated� In all cases� NP was �xed at ��� and network stimuli and responses were �������
i�e�� quite sparse� The results are shown in Figure ��

Figure ��a� shows the e�ect of stimulus correlation with uncorrelated response patterns� Clearly� all three
rules lose some performance� as would be expected from the fact that stimulus correlation corresponds to
a loss of information about the outputs� However� the presynaptic covariance rule is signi�cantly superior
to the covariance rule� The presynaptic rule� which should theoretically have the same performance as the
presynaptic rule in this case is a�ected by the residual response correlation introduced by �nite sample size�

Figure ��b� shows the impact of response correlation� As expected from theoretical analysis� the covariance
and presynaptic covariance rules have almost identical performance� while the presynaptic rule is signi�cantly
worse� An interesting feature� however� is the U�shape of the performance curve for the presynaptic rule�
which re�ects the rule�s inherent propensity towards clustering� This is discussed in greater detail below�

��� Capacity

To evaluate the capacity of the various learning rules� increasingly large sets of associations were stored in
networks of sizes ���� ��� and ��� In each case� the �size� referred to the number of stimulus or response
neurons� which was the same� The correlation parameter� fP � was �xed at ����� and stimulus and response
activity at �� active bits per pattern� The results are shown in Figures 
 Figure  for correlated stimuli and
responses� Again� the presynaptic covariance rule did better than all others at all sizes and loadings� and for
all situations�

Graph �d� shows how capacity scales with network size for the presynaptic covariance rule� Each line
represents the scaling for a speci�c performance threshold� Clearly� the scaling is linear in all cases� though
it is not clear whether this holds for all levels of correlation� Figure  shows how the slope of the size�capacity
plot changes with performance threshold� The results for the case with correlated stimulus only are also
plotted for comparison� The theoretical analysis of these results will be presented in future papers�

� Discussion

It is instructive to consider the semantics of the presynaptic covariance rule vis�a�vis those of the standard
covariance rule in more detail� The weights produced by the presynaptic covariance rule may be written as�

wij � P �zi � � j xj � �� � P �zi � �� � hzi j xj � �i � hzii ��	�

Thus� a positive weight means that xj � � is associated with higher than average �ring of response neuron i�
and a negative weight indicates the reverse� In this way� e�ects due to disparate activities of stimulus neurons
are mitigated� and the �ring of response neurons depends only on the average incremental excitatory or
inhibitory signi�cance of individual stimulus neurons� not just on covariance� In a sense� �cautious� stimulus
neurons � those that �re seldom� but when they do �re� reliably indicate response �ring � are preferred
over �eager� stimulus neurons� which �re more often but often without concomitant response �ring� This is
very valuable in a competitive �ring situation�

To take a somewhat extreme illustrative example� consider a response neuron i with hzii � ���� and two
stimulus bits x� and x� with hx�i � ���� hx�zii � ���� and hx�i � ����� hx�zii � ���� Thus� x� � �� zi � �
and zi � �� x� � � �or� alternatively� x� � �� zi � ��� However� x� � � does not imply zi � �� Under the
covariance rule� wi� � wi� � ����� even though x� � � is a reliable indicator of zi � � while x� � � is not�
The presynaptic covariance rule sets wi� � ��� and wi� � ������� re�ecting the increase in the probability of
zi � � based on each stimulus bit �x� � � raises the probability of zi � � to ���� while x� � � raises it only
to �������� In this way� each stimulus bit is weighted by its reliability in predicting �ring� The information
x � � � z � � is extremely valuable even if x � � does not imply z � �� while x � � � z � � without
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x � � � z � � is of only marginal value� Simple covariance treats these two situations symmetrically
whereas� in fact� they are quite di�erent� The presynaptic covariance rule recti�es this� However� a price
is paid in that correct response �ring becomes dependent on just a few cautious stimulus bits� creating
greater potential sensitivity to noise� It should be noted that the asymmetry of signi�cance between the two
situations just described arises because the usual linear summation of activation treats x � � and x � �
asymmetrically� discarding the �don�t �re� information in x � ��

The comparison with the presynaptic rule is also interesting� As shown Figure ��b�� the presynaptic rule
has a U�shaped dependence on output correlation while both the covariance rules have a monotonically
decreasing one� This re�ects the basic di�erence in the semantics of the two rule groups� In the presence of
output correlation and competitive �ring� the presynaptic rule � like the Hebb rule � has a tendency to
cluster stimulus patterns� i�e�� to �re the same output units for several stimuli� These �winner� outputs are
those neurons which have a high average activity� This is a major liability if there are other output neurons
with moderately lower average activity� since their �ring is depressed disproportionately� However� as output
correlation grows to a point where extremely disproportionate �ring is the actual situation� the clustering
e�ect of both the presynaptic and the Hebb rules ceases to be a liability� and they recover performance�
In the extreme case where some response neurons �re for all stimuli and the rest for none� the presynaptic
and Hebb rules are perfect� In contrast� the covariance rules fail completely in this situation because all
covariances are �� The main point� however� is that for all but the most extreme response correlation� the
presynaptic covariance rule is far better than the presynaptic or the Hebb rules� As pointed out earlier� the
presynaptic and the presynaptic covariance rules are identical in the non�competitive situation with adaptive
�ring thresholds�

��� Competitive vs� Non�Competitive Firing

The results of this letter apply only to the competitive �ring situation� However� it is interesting to brie�y
consider the commonly encountered non�competitive situation where each response neuron �res indepen�
dently based on whether its dendritic sum exceeds a threshold� By assuming that thresholds are adaptive�
an elegant signal�to�noise ratio �SNR� analysis can be done to evaluate the performance of di�erent learning
rules for threshold neurons �Dayan and Willshaw� ������ This SNR analysis is based on the dendritic sum
distributions for the cases where the neuron �res �the �high� distribution� and those where it does not �the
�low� distribution�� The optimal �ring threshold for the neuron can then be found easily�

The key facilitating assumption in SNR analysis is that each response neuron �res independently� However�
this is not so in the competitive case� Indeed� for competitive �ring� there is no �xed threshold for any
response neuron� an e�ective threshold is determined implicitly for each stimulus pattern depending on the
dendritic sums of all other response neurons in the competitive group� Thus� the distribution of a single
neuron�s dendritic sum over all stimulus patterns says little about the neuron�s performance� It is� rather�
the distribution of the dendritic sums of all neurons over each stimulus pattern which is relevant� The �high�
distribution for stimulus k covers the dendritic sums of response neurons which should �re in response to
stimulus k� and the �low� distribution covers the dendritic sums of those response neurons that should not
�re� The e�ective �ring threshold for stimulus pattern k is then determined by the dendritic sum of the KRth
most excited neuron� In a sense� there is a duality between the competitive and non�competitive situations�
In the former� the goal is to ensure that the correct neurons win for each pattern� in the latter� the concern
is that the correct patterns �re a given neuron�

Figure � illustrates the results of comparing the errors committed by the covariance and presynaptic covari�
ance rules on the same learning problem in the non�competitive case� The network has �� neurons in both
layers and stores ��� associations� Activity was set at �� ����� to ensure reasonable sample size� and fP
was set to ����� The threshold was set at the intersection point of the empirically determined �high� and
�low� dendritic sum distributions� This is optimal for Gaussian distributions� Errors of omission �� instead
of �� and commission �� instead of �� are shown separately� While Figure � is based only on a single run�
it does suggest that the presynaptic covariance rule improves on the covariance rule in the non�competitive
case as well�
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� Conclusion

The results presented above demonstrate that� for correlated patterns in competitive networks� the presy�
naptic covariance rule is clearly superior to the presynaptic rule or the standard covariance rule when the
stimulus patterns are relatively sparsely coded �average activity � ����� This is true with respect to capacity
as well as performance� However� these conclusions do need to be formally veri�ed through mathematical
analysis and more simulations� The results of these will be reported in future papers� For uncorrelated stim�
ulus patterns� simulations �not shown� indicate that the standard covariance rules has virtually the same
performance as the presynaptic covariance rule�
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Figure 	� Each graph shows the histogram of individual neuron activities �i�e�� fraction of patterns for
which a neuron is �� for four di�erent levels of correlation� �a� Randomly generated patterns� no correlation�
�b� �� of ��� pre�stimulus neurons active per pattern �fP � ������ �c� ��� of ��� pre�stimulus neurons active
�fP � ����� �d� ��� of ��� pre�stimulus neurons active �fP � ������ The distribution of activities is close to
normal for random patterns� but becomes increasingly skewed with growing correlation�
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Figure �� The performance of the learning rules at di�erent correlation levels for stimulus and response
correlations� In each graph� the � symbol indicates the performance of the presynaptic covariance rule� the
plain solid line the performance of the standard covariance rule� and the dotted line that of the presynaptic
rule� Graph �a� is for the case of correlated stimuli and uncorrelated responses� while Graph �b� shows the
results for correlated responses and uncorrelated stimuli� In all cases� stimulus and response activities were
set at ���of����� NP was set at ��� and KP at ��� Each data point was averaged over ten independent runs�
The network had NS � NR � ���� and ��� associations were stored during each run�
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Figure �� The performance of the learning rules for data sets and networks of di�erent sizes� bias levels�
In Graphs �a���c�� the dashed line shows the performance of the Willshaw rule� the dot�dashed line that
of the TF rule� and the dotted line the performance of the normalized Hebb rule� The performance of the
presynaptic covariance rule is indicated by � and that of the standard covariance rule by �� Graph �d� shows
the empirically determined dependence of the presynaptic rule�s capacity as a function of network size for
performance levels of �������� ������� ��	���� and �������� In all cases� stimulus and response activities were
set at ���of����� NP was set at ��� and KP at �� for both stimuli and responses� Each data point was
averaged over ten independent runs�
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Figure �� The graph shows the slope of the capcity�size line for the presynaptic covariance rule �cf� Fig�
ure 
�d�� as a function of the performance level used to determine capacity� The curve with � markers
corresponds to the case reported in Figure 
 while the curve with � markers is for correlated stimuli and
uncorrelated responses� The latter is included for comparison purposes� All parameters are as in Figure 
�
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(a) Mean= 1.28
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(b) Mean= 4.188
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(c) Mean= 3.07
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(d) Mean= 5.343

Figure �� Errors of omission and commission by the presynaptic covariance and the standard covariance
rule in a single run with non�competitive �ring� The threshold for each neuron was set at the empirically
determined intersection point of its �low� and �high� dendritic sum distributions� Graphs �a� and �b� show
the histograms for errors of commission �a� and omission �b� for the presynaptic covariance rule� and graphs
�c� and �d� show the same for the standrard covariance rule� The networks have NS � NR � ��� and
KS � KR � ��� The correlation parameter is ���� for both stimuli and responses� and ��� associations are
stored in each case�
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Rule ����� ������ ������ ������ ������� ������� ������ ������� �������

Presynaptic Covariance ��	��� ������ ��	�
� ��	�
� ������ ������ �����	 ���	� �����

������� �����
� ������	 ������� ������� ������� ����
�
 �����	� �������

Covariance ������ ��

� ������ ����
� ������ ���	�� ������ ��
�	 ���	��
������� ������� ������� �����	� �����

 ������� ����
�� �����	� �����
�

Presynaptic ����
 ����� ��
�� ������ ��

 �����
 ����	� ��
	� ����
�
������� �����	 ������� ������� ������� ����
�� ������� ������	 �����		

Hebb ���	� ����� �����	 ������ ��
	� ������ ����	� ��
	� ����
�
����
�� ������
 ������� �����	� �����	
 ����

� ������� ������� �����


Tsodyks�Feigelman ��
��� ���� ��

� �����
 ��
	� ������ ��
��� ����	 ��
��

�����
� �����
� ������� ������� �����		 ������� ������ ������� �������

Postsynaptic Covariance ������ ��
� �����	 ���	�� ������ ������ �����	 ��
�� ���	�
�����
� ������ ������
 ����� �����
	 �����	
 ������� �����	 ������

Willshaw ������ ���	�� ����� ����	� ����	� ������ ������ ������ �����
������ �����
 �����
� ������� ������� ������ ������� ������� �������

Correlation Coe�cient ���
�� ������ ����� ����� ������ ������ ��
��� ������ ��
���
������
 ������
 �����	� ������� �����
� ����

	 ����
�	 ������ ����
	�

Table 	� The performance of each rule at di�erent levels of stimulus and response coding densities� The
network has NS � NR � ���� and ��� stored associations in each run� Each rule was evaluated in nine
situations� Stimulus activities of ��� ���� and ��� out of ���� each at response activities of ��� ���� and ���
out of ���� These are indicated in the top row of the table by stimulus�response activity� The � entries
indicate sample standard deviation in each case� NP was set at ��� and KP at �� for both stimuli and
responses� Each data point is averaged over ten independent runs�


